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Mental accounting matters

The concept of spiritual accounting was introduced by Richard Thaler in an article 2012 Characterized by Mental Accounting Issues, published in the Journal of Behavioural Decision Making. Thaler noted that people put the value of money differently, and it shows they make unreasonable decisions. Put simply, the
concept says that individuals classify money differently based on subjective criteria, and it often causes people to make unreasonable and counter-financial spending decisions. This concept suggests that people don't treat money as fungible - i.e., interchangeables - and instead, link their spending to specific budgets. For
example, if an individual is paid a year-end bonus of $1,000 for exemplary performance, they may feel that the bonus allows them to spend money on lavish items, such as meals, lavish vacations and other expenses that they will never justify spending regular income. This notion suggests that people are more likely to
be impulsive with unexpected money because that money is not counted in their financial plan. Summary Accounting is a concept of behavioural economics that says that people place different values on money, leading to unreasonable decision-making. The concept of spiritual accounting was developed by Richard
Thaler in 1999.Thaler recommends that people treat money as a fungible and treat all money equally, regardless of its origin or use. How the Concept of Spiritual Accounting works was introduced in 1999 by Richard Thaler, professor of Economics at the University of Chicago's Booth School of Business. The concept
was published in a paper 2012 citing Mental Accounting Issues, and Thaler details how spiritual accounting leads people to make unreasonable spending and investment decisions. He defines spiritual accounting as a set of cognitive activities that individuals use to track personal finance activities Personal finance is the
process of planning and managing personal financial activities such as income creation, expenditure, savings investment and protection. A person's personal financial management process can be summarized in a budget or financial plan.. In debunking spiritual accounting theory, Thaler emphasized the concept of
fungibility. The concept is that all money is exchanged and that individuals should treat all money equally, regardless of purpose of use or origin. Thaler observed that people often violate the concept of fungibility when dealing with a windfall situation such as bonuses, refunds, lottery winnings, and birthday money. It
means that gift money that is not part of an individual's regular income is spent in splendid expenses that they cannot justify. Therefore, he advises that individuals should treat all same silver and spending windfalls the same way they spend regularly based on a solid financial plan. Examples of Spiritual Accounting The
following are common examples of spiritual accounting:Refund RefundA is a refund of the excess tax that taxpayers pay to the federal or state government. If a taxpayer receives a refund, it means that they oversp than their tax in the previous tax year, and this represents an interest-free loan to the government. Most
taxpayers consider refunds to be bonuses or windfalls that spend without affecting their financial plan for the year. It is wrong because refunds represent money that legally belongs to the taxpayer, and the tax office only recovers an amount equivalent to overs than payment tax. Instead, a tax refund should be considered
a fungible object regardless of its origin, and it should be treated in the same way as ordinary income. A Bonus Bonus is a payment to a person above and outside of their regular income. Typically, income bonuses earned are considered payments through their own employers or businesses. It may include the following:
Salaries, Salaries, Bonuses, Tips awarded as a form of incentive for senior and senior employees. Companies also use bonuses to reward special achievements or to complete certain milestones. However, employees see bonuses in a different light other than just normal income. As a result, many employees spend their
bonuses on unnecessary expenses such as cars, vacations, fancy clothing, etc. Such spending behavior is contrary to the concept of fungibility. Before spending bonuses on lavish expenses, employees should compare the costs with what the money can be spent on – something that is more deserving of that amount.
Lottery WinningsLottery winners often spend their fortune on suspicious purchases that are justified only by the unmerited prizes they win. As a result, many lottery winners go bankrupt as soon as they receive their prizes and spend their assets on unworthy expenses. If the assets were spent in accordance with the
financial plan that the winners had before winning, they would have earned a return on their investments or spent the assets on the right expenses. Psychiatric accounting in investment accounting also exists in investments, as investors choose assets to invest in earlier and safe portfolios. Investors separate the secure
portfolio from the earlier portfolio so that negative returns from this portfolio do not affect the positive returns from the previous portfolio. It means that there is more money that investors can afford to lose and that they feel comfortable investing in uncertain and earlier investments. However, money you can afford to lose
is a mental accounting bias, since all the money is the same, and no decision can justify losing any money you own. There should be no division between safe capital and that you can afford to lose, and any line divides the amount to a mental illusion. Additional ResourcesCFI is the official provider of Global Bank
Certification &amp; Credit Analysis (CBCA) ™CBCA™ CertificationThe Certified Banking &amp; Credit Analyst (CBCA)™ recognized as a global standard for credit analysts including finance, accounting, credit analysis, cash flow analysis, covenant model , repayments, and more. certification program, designed to help
anyone become a world-class financial analyst. To further develop your career, the additional resources below will be useful:The theory that decides the theory is the study of the choice of a person or agent. This theory helps us understand the logic behind the choice of experts, Moral HazardMoral HazardMoral hazard
refers to situations that arise when an individual has the opportunity to take advantage of a deal or situation, knowing that all the risks and dilemmaS dilemmaA prisoner dilemma of prisoners is a paradoxical decision-making and game theory illustration that two reasonable individuals making decisions in their own
interests can Invest: A Beginner's Guide to Investing: Beginner's Investment Guide will teach you the basics of investing and how to get started. Learn about the different strategies and techniques for trading and about the different financial markets you can invest in. This article includes a list of general references, but it
remains largely un verified because it lacks enough corresponding inline citations. Please help to improve this article by introducing more accurate citations. (November 2014) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) An example of spiritual accounting is people's willingness to pay more for goods when
using credit cards than if they are paying in cash. [1] This phenomenon is called payment separation. Psychiatric accounting (or psychological accounting) tries to describe the process by which people encode, classify and evaluate economic outcomes. [2] The concept was first named by Richard Thaler. [3] Spiritual
accounting involves budgeting and cost classification. People budget money into spiritual accounts for expenses (e.g., savings for a home) or other types of expenses (e.g. gasoline money, clothing, utilities). [4] Psychiatric accounts are believed to act as a self-control strategy. People are said to create mental accounts
as a way to manage and track their spending and resources. [5] People are also said to create spiritual accounts to facilitate savings for larger purposes (e.g. tuition at home or university). [6] Like many other cognitive processes, it can remind and systematic departure from reasonable behavior, maximizing value, and its
meaning is quite powerful. Understanding the flaws and in ineffectiveity of mental accounting is essential to making good decisions reduce human error. As Thaler puts it, all organizations, from General Motors down to single-person households, have clear accounting systems and/or implicit. The accounting system often
influences decisions in unexpected ways. [7] We often see consumer behavior deviate from standard economic predictions; Spiritual accounting is a framework that seeks to further explain consumer behavior, and describes when consumers may violate standard economic principles. Specifically, personal expenses will
usually not be considered in combination with the current value of a person's total assets; instead, they will be considered in the context of two accounts: the current budget period (this can be a monthly process due to invoices, or annual due to annual income) and the type of expenses. People can even have multiple
mental accounts for the same type of resource. A person can use different monthly budgets to shop for groceries and eat at restaurants, for example, and restrict one type of purchase when its budget has run out while not restricting other types of purchases, although both costs draw on the same resources fungible
(income). [8] A detailed application of psychiatric accounting, the behavioural life cycle hypothesis (Shefrin &amp; Thaler 1988), suggests that people with psychologically framing assets belong to current income, current wealth or future income, and this makes sense for their behavior because accounts largely do not
tend to consume in each account as different. Utilities, Values and Transactions In spiritual accounting theory, framing means how a subjective person frames a transaction in their mind that will determine the utility they receive or expect. Khái niệm này được sử dụng tương tự trong lý thuyết khách hàng tiềm năng, và
nhiều nhà lý thuyết kế toán tinh thần áp dụng lý thuyết đó như là chức năng giá trị trong phân tích của họ. It is important to note that the concave value implies for profit (implying a coldness to risk) and convex for loss (implying a risk-seeking attitude). This can affect how people evaluate transactions. With this framework,
how do people explain, or 'account for', multiple transactions / results, of the format (x , y ) {\displaystyle (x,y)} ? They can view the results together and receive V a l u e (x + y ) {\displaystyle Value(x+y)} , in which case the result is integrated, or V a l u e (x) + V a l u e (y) {\displaystyle Value(x)+Value(y)} , in which case
we say that the result is separate. Due to the nature of the different slopes of our value function for profits and losses, our utility is maximized in a variety of ways, depending on how we encode four types of transactions x {\displaystyle x} and y {\displaystyle y} (in the form of gains or losses): 1) Multiple profits: x
{\displaystyle x} and y y} is considered profitable. Here, we see V a l u e ( x ) + V a l u e (y) &gt; V a l u e (x + y ) {\displaystyle Value(x)+Value(y)&gt;Value(x+y)} . So we want to separate many profits. 2) Losses: x {\displaystyle x} and y {\displaystyle y} are both considered losses. Here, we find that V a l u e ( − x ) + V a l
u e ( − y ) &lt; v= a= l= e= (= −= (= x= += y= )= )= {\displaystyle=&gt; &lt;Value(-(x+y))} .= we= want= to= integrate= multiple= losses.= 3)= mixed= gain:= one= of= x= {\displaystyle= x}= and= y= {\displaystyle= y}= is= a= gain= and= one= is= a= loss,= however= the= gain= is= the= larger= of= the= two.= in= this= case,=
v= a= l= u= e= (= x= += += v= a= u= e= (= −= y= =&gt;&lt;/Value(-(x+y)}&gt; &lt; v= a= l= u= e= (= x= −= y= )= {\displaystyle=&gt; &lt;Value(x-y)} .= utility= is= maximized= when= we= integrate= a= mixed= gain.= 4)= mixed= loss:= again,= one= of= x= {\displaystyle= x}= and= y= {\displaystyle= y}= is= a= gain= and=
one= is= a= loss ,= however= the= loss= is= now= larger= than= the= gain.= in= this= case,= v= a= l= u= e= (= x= )= += v= a= l= u= e= (= −= y= )=&gt;V a l u e (x − y ) {\displaystyle Value(x)+Value(x)+gt;Value(x-y)} . Obviously, we don't want to integrate a mixed loss. This is often referred to as the silver lining, a
reference to the folk maxim that each cloud has a silver lining. This chart shows how with the two results that in a combination make up a mixed loss, more value is achieved by treating the results separately. This is the silver lining. Obviously, the way in which we are aware of the two results (how we account for them),
can affect how positive (or negative) we view them. A very important concept used to understand spiritual accounting is the modified utility function. There are two values attached to any transaction - the acquisition value and the transaction value. The acquisition value is the amount that one is ready to part with
physically get some good. Transaction value is the value that people are attached to having a good deal. If the price that one pays is equal to the spirit reference price for good, the transaction value is no. If the price is lower than the reference price, the trading utility is positive. The total number of add-ons received from
a transaction, then, is the total number of acquisitions and transaction utilities. The Pain of Paying The Main Article: The Pain of Paying A psychological mechanism closer through which mental accounting affects spending is through its effect on the pain of paying that involves spending money from a mental account. [9]
Pain in pay is a negatively affected reaction associated with financial losses. The prototype example is the discomfort that people experience when viewing fare increases on gauges or at petrol pumps. When considering costs, consumers seem to compare the cost of with the size of an account that it will be exhausted



(e.g. number-to-number versus a sample number). [10] For example, a T-shirt worth 30&lt;/Value(x-y)}&gt; dollars would be a subjectively larger cost when drawn from $50 in a person's wallet over $500 in check your account. The bigger the part, the more painful it is when paid purchases appear to create and consumers
are less likely to then exchange money for good. Other evidence of the relationship between pain of payments and spending including lower debts held by consumers reported experiencing a higher pain paid for the same goods and services than consumers reported experiencing less pain of payment. [11] The practical
meaning of mental accounting suffered many reasonable failures and cognitive prejudices. [citing], there are many meanings. Credit cards and cash payments Another example of spiritual accounting is the greater willingness to pay for goods when using credit cards than cash. [12] If people use credit cards to pay for
tickets for a sporting event, they will tend to be willing to pay more if they make a bid in cash. This phenomenon also involves splitting the transaction, separating when a good one is acquired and when it is actually paid for. Swipe the credit card extends the payment to a later date (when we pay our monthly invoice) and
it adds it to an existing large sum (our invoice to that point). This delay causes the payment to stick to our memory less clearly and prominently. Moreover, the payment is no longer felt in isolation; instead, it is seen as a (relatively) small increase of an already large credit card bill. For example, it could be a change from
$120 to $125, instead of a regular, out-of-pocket $5 cost. And as we can see from our value function, this V(-$125) function – V(-$120) is less than V(-$5). This is called payment separation. Mental marketing accounting is useful for marketer, in particular, as it makes useful predictions for how consumers will respond to
different ways of presenting losses and profits. People react more positively to incentives and costs when profits are segregated, losses are integrated, marketers separate net losses (silver lining principles) and integrate net profit. For example, auto dealers benefit from these principles when they combine optional
features into a single price but separate each feature that's in the package (e.g. heated seats, heated steering wheels, mirror defrosted machines). Mobile phone companies can use the principles of spiritual accounting when deciding how much to charge consumers for a new smartphone and to give them for their trade
in. When the cost of the phone is large and the value of the phone is traded is low, it is better to charge the consumer a slightly higher price for the phone and return that amount to them as a higher value on their transaction. Conversely, when the cost of the phone and the value of the trade in are more comparable,
consumers are losing averse, it is better to charge them less for new phones and give them less for trade-ins. [13] Public policy accounting can also be public economy and public policy. Policymakers and public economists would do well to look at mental accounting when building public systems, try to understand and
identify market failures, fairly realaribly distribute wealth or resources, reduce the strikingness of sunk costs , limiting or eliminating the Free-rider problem, or even only when delivering multiple packages of goods or services to taxpayers. Inherently, the way in which people (and therefore taxpayers and voters) are aware
of decisions and outcomes will be affected by their mental accounting process. If policymakers consider what it means for people to keep their decisions, they will be able to frame and formulat public policy that leads to better decisions for health, wealth and well-being. A good example of the importance of reviewing
mental accounting while formulating public policy is demonstrated by authors Justine Hastings and Jesse Shapiro in their analysis of SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program). They argue that these findings are inappropriate for households treating SNAP funds like mushrooms with non-SNAP funds, and we
support this claim with formal tests of pressure affordability that allow different households to have different consumption functions[14] In other words. , their data supports Thaler (and the concept of spiritual accounting) claiming that the principle of fuming is often violated in practice. Moreover, they found SNAP to be very
effective, calculating marginal trends for SNAP-eligible food consumption (MPCF) out of the benefits that SNAP receives from 0.5 to 0.6. This is much higher than the MPCF out of cash transfers, which is usually around 0.1. Obviously, mental accounting is leveraged by Snap to make it a more effective policy. Authors
Emmanuel Farhi and Xavier Gabaix examine the meaning of spiritual accounting for taxes in their paper: Optimal Taxation with Understanding Behavior. The main goal of the authors is to review the three pillars of optimal taxation, and add a behavioural twist to them that tries to combine mental accounting (as well as
misconceptions and internalities). They approached some novel economic insights, showed how to combine nudges within the optimal tax framework, and challenged Diamond-Mirrlees production efficiency results and the Atkinson-Stiglitz unified goods tax proposal, finding they were more likely to fail with behavior
agents. [15] In his paper Public vs. Private Mental Accounts: Experimental Evidence from Savings Groups in Colombia, Luz Magdalena Salas shows how mental accounting can be exploited to help people move towards more savings. In the randomized control test she runs, we found that labeling savings goals in
different ways can lead to levels of success each other in achieving savings goals. [16] Furthermore, the power of this labeling effect varies based on success that people had to start. Spiritual accounting plays a powerful role in our decision-making process. It is important for public policy experts, researchers and policy
makers to continue to explore ways in which it can be used to benefit the public welfare. See also Decision to Do Economic Behavior Framework Effect (Psychology) Micropayment Preference Psychological Price Transaction Cost Sinking Reference Cost ^ Prelec, Drazen; Simester, Duncan (February 1, 2001). Always
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